
Package List

We are appreciated for purchasing our Mpow Jaws6. This guide 
contains instructions for setting up and using your Mpow Jaws6 easily.
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1. Turn on the Bluetooth function on your phone.
2. Power it on, then it will enter the pairing mode automatically. Red 

and blue lights will start flashing alternately with the voice “Pairing”
3. Search for the Bluetooth devices and select "Mpow Jaws6"(Enter 

the code "0000" if needed).
4. When pairing is successful, you will  hear the voice “Connected”.

1. In the state of shut-down, press and hold on the MFB button for 5-7 
seconds or so. Do not release it until the red and blue lights start 
flashing alternately with the voice “Pairing”.

2. The rest goes the same as above.
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Siri

Answer a call / End a call / Retract a dialing 
Mute / Redial / Activate Siri

Redial
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Click Once
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Click Once
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(Call mode)
Simultaneously click 
both volume up and 
down buttons once

Situation 1: 
When the earbuds are attracted by the magnets on the neckband and a 
call is coming, you can answer a call simply by removing the earbuds 
from the magnets or by pressing the MFB button.

Put both earbuds back into the magnets on the neckband or press the 
MFB button.

Click the MFB button once.

When you are having a phone call, simultaneously press and hold both 
volume up and down buttons for 1 second.

Simultaneously press both volume up and down buttons once.

Double click the MFB button

Situation 2：
When the earbuds are not attracted by the magnets on the neckband 
and a call is coming, you can answer a call by pressing the MFB button.

Answer a call

End a call

Mute

Redial

Activate Siri

Retract a dialing 

Charge Battery

(1) This device may not cause harmful interference, and (2) this device must 
accept any interference received, including interference that may cause 
undesired operation.

FCC Radiation Exposure Statement:
This equipment complies with FCC radiation exposure limits set forth for 
an uncontrolled environment.

FCC StatementCorrect Disposal of This Product

( Waste Electrical& Electronic Equipment )
This Marking shown on the product or its literature, indicate that 
it should not be disposed with other household wastes at the 

end  of its working life.

To prevent possible harm to the environment or human health from 
uncontrolled waste disposal, please separate this from other types of 
wastes and recycle it responsibly to promote the sustainable reuse of 
material resources.Household user should contact either the retailer 
where they purchased this product, or their local government o�ce, for 
details of where and how they can take this item for environmentally 
safe recycling.

Business users should contact their supplier and check the terms and 
conditions of the purchase contact. This product should not be mixed 
with other commercial wastes for disposal.

Notification

Please fully charge it if it was going to lay idle for a long time and 
place it in a cool and dry place. Please recharge it each 2 months for 
storage.
Please fully charge it for the first use.

1.

2.

Any Changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party responsible 
for compliance could void the user’s authority to operate the equipment.

This device complies with part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to 
the following two conditions: 

Output : 5V 
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Situation 1: 
After successful pairing, when the earbuds are attracted by the magnets, 
you can play the music simply by removing the earbuds from the 
magnets or by pressing the MFB button once. 
Situation 2: 
After successful pairing, when the earbuds are not attracted by the 
magnets, you can pause the music by pressing the MFB button once.

When the music is playing, you can pause the music simply by putting 
both earbuds back into the magnets on the neckband or by pressing 
the MFB button once. 

Each once you press the button “+”, the volume will increase by one level.

Play

Pause

Volume up

Each once you press the button “-”, the volume will decrease by one level.

Click the button "               " once

Volume down

Next Track

Click the button "               " once
Previous Track

Play / Pause / Volume Control / 
Music Control


